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01. Blockchain overview and TEC COIN

The advent of blockchain has changed the stereotypes of many people

The advent of blockchain has changed many people's stereotypes. It has thrown a paradigm shift from 

what was thought to be safe only when information was stored and managed by someone who thought 

it was safe. It has entered the era of favoring change and open security as a distributed storage system 

against a centralized information storage system. When the concept of blockchain was first introduced, 

many people regarded it as fictional and virtual, but many of the world's leading companies and govern-

ments have already entered the blockchain ecosystem. In addition, cryptocurrencies that are efficiently 

used in such an ecosystem are taking their place.

There are many descriptions, but in the simplest description of the blockchain, Blockchain is a technolo-

gy that distributes and stores all transactions made between users on the Internet in a block-type data 

storage unit. It is referred to as a blockchain. Conceptually, as one of the data distribution processing 

technologies, "blocks" store all transaction data from P2P (person-to-person transactions) within the 

block and transmit it through multiple users, cross-checking and validating each account to ensure 

reliability. Each of these blocks is assembled to form a "chain" structure, and it is sometimes called a 

"public transaction book" or "distributed transaction book" because many users have the transaction 

details. 

The birth of blockchain has long been published and studied in papers.  A programmer named Satoshi 

Nakamoto (pseudonym) developed it in 2008 and distributed the program source in January 2009, the 

first cryptocurrency developed based on the blockchain technology that became known to the world. 

The advantages of technology have been announced through the academic world. However, it is self-ev-

ident that it is a representative bitcoin that has been announced to the general public and has gained 

public interest.

Blockchain is one of the technologies of distributed ledgers used in the industrial field, not for money. 

However, over the past 10 years, more than 2,000 types of cryptocurrencies have been issued world-

wide, and the scale is also exceeding about 300 trillion won. In Korea, the transaction volume exceeds 

the KOSDAQ transaction volume.
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Blockchain is a system. It is the standard for a new era.

What started with scientific technique is changing to sociocultural value standards. The application of 

industrial technology, which began in the general public, is now also applied to the public. 

As the needs of government agencies, financial institutions, global companies, etc. that want to utilize 

the advantages of security technology and authentication method expand, they will show proactiveness 

in the development and use of related technologies, and participation is expected to accelerate further.

Blockchain technology is expected to be applied to various fields based on the merits of reducing trans-

action costs, improving management efficiency, and enhancing data reliability.

Blockchain market problem

However, it is not only the advantages of such a blockchain. As the transactions of various cryptocurren-

cies including Bitcoin and Ethereum, which are the leading players of cryptocurrency, increase and the 

evaluation amount increases, the recognition of cryptocurrency is also positive as the commodity value 

of cryptocurrency starts to be recognized socially. It has been converted to and investment in cryptocur-

rency is on the rise, but there is a dark point behind it.

The ultimate value of cryptocurrency investment lies in the realization of returns. Cryptocurrency, which 

can produce up to hundreds of times more profitable than investment, seems to be an attractive invest-

ment target that lays golden eggs, but in order to achieve the value of profit realization, it must first 

check the business purpose, goal, development possibility, and business vision.

If you invest with the wrong standards, you may have to bear a lot of damage.

Basically, we need to check the following

What is the purpose of issuing cryptocurrency? Do you present a realistic business vision? Does the 

business have a sufficient market size and strong customer base? Do you have a comparative advan-

tage over competitors in your business? Does the issuing cryptocurrency have a commercial function? 

Can profits be generated while continuing to maintain business goals after ICO?
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A cryptocurrency that satisfies the conditions increases its intrinsic value, thereby creating a desirable 

and sound market environment to induce market stability and price of cryptocurrency without biasing 

toward either selling or buying with stable investment sentiment Will provide.

Investment in cryptocurrency is compared to the dotcom bubble in the 1990s. Investor sentiment, 

which prioritizes realizing short-term investment returns rather than understanding the value of cryp-

tocurrency, is hampering the development of cryptocurrency and destabilizing the market.

Among the ways to hold cryptocurrency, mining has caused a problem in which a small number of 

people with large amounts of expensive equipment can hold large amounts of cryptocurrency, and the 

problem is that artificially adjusting the amount of cryptocurrency supply is one of the factors that 

hinders the formation of a healthy market prices.

TEC COIN Direction

TEC COIN started with the goal of naturally growing together by eliminating the illusion of making a coin 

investment or making a coin that would accumulate enormous wealth and creating a true ecosystem.

The right coin ecosystem is to start a business with the funds collected by selling coins, and coin sales 

and business profits do not come immediately. It is desirable for coinholders to benefit as normal busi-

ness proceeds. Also, just because the business goes well does not mean that coin holders are guaran-

teed profits. In addition, mutual growth is possible only when business growth and coin use/holding are 

organic.

Coin holders are not shareholders. Clearly, it is not the shareholder defined by the Capital Markets Act. 

But Coin holder wants to share profits like shareholders. The goal is to be compensated by rising coin 

prices, as many people want to buy when various benefits are given

In addition, TEC can issue tokens based on the mainnet, and the existing Ethereum and others had a lot 

of difficulties in transmitting due to excessive transmission fees and heavy traffic. By improving this, we 

aim to speed up transmission processing, dramatically reduce fees, and grow with other tokens leading 
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the ecosystem.

IIf you divide coins by generation

In the first generation, a coin was created by the concept as a simple coin, so investors made an invest-

ment if the concept was correct, regardless of whether it was realized or not. Pursuing short-term prof-

its,

In the second generation, a coin that can be used in real life, that is, a coin that connects the virtual world 

and the real world, was developed for customers who are tired from the first generation as a real-use 

coin.

The third generation has come to prefer to go business steadily while participating in the ecosystem 

based on a true blockchain and looking at the distribution of rights and profits.

TEC COIN expands the basic benefits and usage of the coin, even when the coin is not used. It is to sup-

port more benefits.

Discounts through various linked services, discounts on various accommodations, and Global Payment 

are available in real life, and provides a system that allows deposit and withdrawal and easy transaction 

around the world by visa card. 
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TEC COIN 

Mainnet

It is used as the main coin for fast transfer, low fees for altcoin and token transaction, and 

mining through the metaverse service.

Various investments

You can participate in various projects You can make a profit through various steaking 

systems.

Capital gains

Coin's value is represented by profits, and the benefits are generated by just having it, so 

there are more people who want to hold it, so there are more purchases in the market than 

selling it. Coin's price rises further and you can see more capital gains. As it is a mainnet coin, 

it is used to transfer other tokens.

Real life use

support real-life usage and discount benefits through VISA card and Global Payment.

 

02. Business Vision

As a mainnet coin, other tokens 

used for transmission.

fast transfer processing speed

and Low transaction fees.

Linked to real life use.

Incentives for real-life use by 

continuously providing receive 

various benefits,

Stable investment possible.

TEC Coin Value Expects to Rise.

Global Payment and VISA Card

Connect with familiar methods 

through Provides quick and con-

venient benefits Support for 

real-life use.

ATM machine deposit and with-

drawal available.

Mainnet COIN TEC COIN Holder Global Payment

VISA Card
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Mainne Fast transfer, low commission

A variety of benefits as a coin holder 

Discounts on Use

Gain from Coin price increase

Benefit

Use

Price

 

Building a win-win ecosystem centered on consumers

Existing platforms are centered on providers that produce block chains.

Many consumers who use blockchain and use coins are not receiving rewards despite contributing to 

the ecosystem. 

TEC think to the blockchain consumer activities for a sustainable ecosystem was important.

Therefore, it provides various incentive structures to improve the welfare of consumers as well as 

reward for their contribution to the consumer ecosystem. Through this, it develops into a virtuous cycle 

system where producers, distributors, and consumers of blockchain can all voluntarily participate and 

coexist with each other.

 Various Benefits
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03. TEC COIN Characteristics

Based on a secure and scalable chain by building its own blockchain system network, it provides all envi-

ronments necessary for blockchain service development and operation conveniently and safely

In addition, TEC COIN connects global payments and VISA cards with blockchain technology to solve the 

problems of the virtual asset market and the payment market intermediary structure. We want to pro-

vide quick and convenient benefits by connecting.

.   Transactions must be processed quickly so that they can be used in everyday life

     
     Reduction of block generation and transaction confirmation time, improvement of the number 

     of  transactions per second, and low transaction fees.

.   Need to ensure the security of the network and the safety of transactions. 

    provide fundamental security against malicious control and attacks to network, securing account     

    stability and secure access.

.   When the transaction size increases, the size of the entire blockchain must be managed. 

    Saving storage capacity by separating transactions and contracts using multiple blockchains

.   Continuously provide incentives for coin holders to use in real life

    Discount benefits and convenient use through the connection of VISA Card and Global Payment, 

    expansion of application to all industries that can be transacted online/offline.

.   It should be simple and convenient so that anyone can use it easily

   Mining system provided through Metaverse service for popularization of blockchain for general 

   smartphone users and internet apps.
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Altcoin, token TEC COIN 
Holder

Global Payment,
VISA Card

Mainnet COIN

COIN HUNTER 
(tentative name)

 

fast transfer speed

low transaction fees

Domestic franchise use,

Online and offline shopping,

ATM machine deposit and 

withdrawal available

Marketing support, etc.

Coin Mining

Metabus Services

TEC COIN

real life useTEC Blockchain based

 shared growth

airdrop, 

Priority various  benefits

Coin mining and

Service Use
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04. TEC COIN Distribution Information

Coin Name / Symbol TEC

Total Coin Issued Quantity 2,100,000,000

First issue quantity 630,000,000

Half-life 1year

Itam Contents

Basic funding related

Distribution 
Rate

5%

비고

Funding to form a basic platform

Platform related 30%
Platform setting and additional 
function improvement, etc.

Domestic and foreign marketing,
Promotion planning, etc.

Company operation, planning, 
and basic operating expenses

Partnerships with affiliates, 
preliminary operating expenses
For incineration when marketing is 
unnecessary

Marketing related 30%

Operational related 20%

Holdings 10%

Advising, Contributors 5%

Total 100%

TAMS TEC COIN

COIN 분배 현황
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05. Roadmap

2020

2021

2022

Start mainnet development

TEC Facebook embedding contract

Develop API that connect with 

Pay system

Metaverse project
Coin Hunter (Advancement Work)

TEC WORLD VR System

Marketing system using BIG DATA

Metaverse system 2nd

Mainnet development completed

VISA card connection

SNS promotion platformMetaverse project
Coin Hunter (tentative name) 

AR System

SNS settlement system

3Q

4Q

1Q

2Q

3Q

4Q

1Q

2Q



06. TEC COIN Metaverse Project
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a general outline

Coins are starting to be discussed as a new currency and people are drawing attention, but there are 

many restrictions on how ordinary people can mine coins. We aim to provide the public with an opportu-

nity and a place of experience to directly “mine” coins through a simple system without any complex 

knowledge or tools. This lowers the barrier of entry to the coin to relieve the burden of many people who 

have not been willing to act even if they want to access the coin. As a result, not only can it secure a wide 

variety of users, but also introduce game systems such as characters, levels, and items rather than a 

simple mining method to provide fun to users within the platform and increase access time.

Coins Various on the can be airdropped to attractions around the world, attracting a lot of people's inter-

est, and we can randomly distribute more coins where necessary, and even distribute coins according to 

levels. For example, it may have a format in which normal coins are mined at level 1, BTC and ETH at level 

2 are mined.

In addition, altcoins and tokens created based on the TEC blockchain can receive a variety of preferential 

benefits.

Mining method

When the user character approaches and touches the coin using GPS, the screen automatically switch-

es to AR mode. 

Demonstrate mining practices in two ways: basic mining and monster eradication.

In basic mining, only coins appear, and in Monster Church, monsters appear instead of coins.

1) First method: The character approaches the coin and mines the coin using the basic item, 

      a pickaxe

2) Second method: A character accesses the coin and uses the basic item, a pickaxe, to defeat 

      the monster and obtain the coin

3) The third method: After upgrading the level by purchasing a reinforcement item with the

       acquired coins (changed to level 2), use a pickaxe less often than the second mining to get coins
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Example) Coin mining scene                                       Example) Monster appearance scene                        

Development list       

System Development List

AR environment setting Establish an AR environment that can be operated on smartphones 

and tablet PCs

Character Animation Timeline Characters produce animated actions for each situation

Mini-Game Configuration Development of overall game element systems such as coin collection

and rotary king purchase.

Add GPS capabilities GPS function added to realize real location base for coin collection

Intro Screen Configuration Implementation of intro and ending scenes for the start and end of 

content

Create Event Triggers Create a system that actual users touch, move and control.

Character customization Creating a system to have your own unique character.

Level design configuration Working with the control system at the beginning and end of 

the content
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Server Development List

Web Server (PHP) 

Development

Sending and receiving member information / coin information / 

friend information, etc.

Membership registration / sending and receiving authentication 

information 

Sending and receiving notice/event/ranking information

Item purchase / equipment purchase /

character costume purchase information transmission and reception

Monster capture/coin mining information transmission and reception

Tutorial progress Create a guide system for first-time users

U I / UX Implement functions that allow users to control menus within the 

content such as buttons and panels

Character modeling Character modeling production Enable shivering purchases

Background and object modeling Create and purchase background modeling of objects such as store 

backgrounds, building backgrounds, and roads

Effect Production Provides an effect that suits the situation 

EX) The effect that bursts when touched, the effect of hitting when collecting coins

Sound production Sound effects appropriate to the situation

EX) Store entry sound, sound effect, character dialogue



07. TEC Team 

CEO

Alex Lim 
CMO

Tae Ki Seong 

COO

Sun Young Kang 
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The TEC team consists of various experts.  

CD (Creative Director) 

Ann Choi 

SNS Director 

Hazel Kim

Sales General Manager 

Torugoon Joo 
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Company introduction

The company established the company to focus on realizing a true blockchain system, and the current 

technical team has been developed by Korean and American researchers such as marketing and devel-

opment. We are conducting the business step-by-step process to develop better systems, services, and 

efficient marketing

Key Cleanup Points

TEC COIN is a cryptocurrency and has value in the cryptocurrency system, but it is not a currency or 

cash that is commonly used in the market. Also, it is not stock or securities. Therefore, you cannot 

participate in the management of the company by receiving dividends or voting rights.

Check before purchase

TECCOIN purchases should be made by the user on a voluntary basis. 

1. The user should purchase TECCOIN only through the company homepage.

2. Before purchasing TEC COIN, read the white paper and assume that all users voluntarily agree to 

     the information and regulations in the white paper and the terms and conditions provided by the 

     company. Therefore, users must be fully aware of the content of the white paper.

3. TECCOIN is based on its own mainnet. 

4. company needs minimal information to confirm the purchase. You must agree to this request for 

    information, and if you refuse to provide this information, you will not receive a TECCOIN purchase

5. The Company reserves the right to invalidate the purchase history upon confirmation that the 

    User has purchased TEC COIN for money laundering, financial terrorism and other violations of   

    international law. If the user violates the terms above, all TEC COINs paid, regardless of the amount 

    paid, will be void.
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Security

TEC COIN is a part that functions as a cryptocurrency based on blockchain technology, so buyers/users 

must solve their own wallet usage, that is, opening deposits and withdrawals, and the company does not 

guide them.

Comply with the security of the blockchain. Therefore, if the private key is lost, the company does not 

store the private key, so the company is not responsible for any loss due to loss, etc.

escape clause

Buyers of TEC COIN should have experience and understanding of using cryptocurrencies such as 

Bitcoin (BTC), other blockchain-based software systems and related materials. The company does not 

educate this.

Users must have a good understanding of the storage and transfer mechanisms associated with other 

cryptographic tokens.

The company provides assistance to users, but the company is not responsible for loss of coins such as 

loss of TEC COIN due to the user's negligence.

Users should note their wallet address book and take special care not to lose it when TECCOIN becomes 

available in the future.

Users acknowledge and agree that there is a risk not only in using the company's network services, but 

also in the use or storage of tokens.

In the case of mainnet hacking due to force majeure, it is equivalent to natural disaster, and the compa-

ny recovers it with its best efforts, but the responsibility for it is in accordance with the usual custom.

When the company purchases TECCOIN, it assumes that the user agrees and is fully aware of the risk.
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Before purchase. The company considers you agree to submit your personal information when making 

a purchase. If the submission of personal information is delayed, the company may exercise its rights to 

sell TEC COIN in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.

Users should not participate in TEC purchases without experience or knowledge of cryptocurrency

precautions

Any user who wishes to purchase TEC COIN should check the following:

1. All information provided in the white paper must be accurately read. 

2. You must not be a minor, you may have citizenship in your country of residence or exercise your 

     rights according to local law

3. You must have sufficient knowledge of blockchain, the basic principles of cryptocurrency, finan

     cial transactions, and have a good understanding of the profitability and risks of purchasing TEC.

4. The purchase of TEC COIN is purely voluntary and should be based on the user's judgment and not 

     the enforcement or demand of other third parties.

5. Users maintain private keys of Bitcoin, Ethereum, or other coins that are used to purchase TEC 

     COINs, and there should be no difficulty in managing private keys. 

6. The purchased TEC COIN will not be used for money laundering, terrorist financing or any other 

     purpose. 

7. The intention of purchasing TEC COIN must not be for monetary gain, speculation or illegal activity.

8. TECCOIN purchases were made voluntarily and are not for third-party proxy purchases.

Blockchain is a transaction between participants and the company does not intervene or change the 

transaction. Used only for services provided by the purchased TEC COIN company

Owning TEC COIN means owning cryptocurrency, not ownership of the company. Therefore, there are 

no rights of ordinary shareholders
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The conditions apply from the moment the user purchases TEC COIN from the company

As stated above, the Company reserves all rights to amend the Terms and Conditions (White Paper) and 

you agree.

All users who purchase TECCOIN must agree that the company has the discretion to modify, delete, or 

attach other tasks, policies, and changes.

Within the scope of this provision, the services, operations and policies provided by the Company are 

considered subject to all issues of TECCOIN.

Refund Regulations and Cancellations

All TEC COINs purchased by users are non-cancelable or non-refundable unless they violate the terms 

of the contract. The Company reserves the right to reject any request for refund and cancellation, and 

may reject or cancel the purchase request if it determines that the purpose of purchasing TEC COIN is 

illegal or the information provided to us is completely incorrect. 

Selling Tokens 

PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS By purchasing TEC COIN, the user agrees to the above terms and condi-

tions and sales procedure, and assumes that there is no objection. In case of objection, you should not 

make a purchase.

Tax

The company is not responsible for any taxes incurred when purchasing TEC COINs. All applicable taxes 

incurred during the sale or use of the coin are the sole responsibility of the user and the user is responsi-

ble for paying such taxes. The user is obliged to withhold, collect, submit and pay the relevant tax.
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Legal application

The purchase of TEC COIN must comply with the laws and regulations of the user's country of residence.

1. The use of TEC COIN must be in accordance with the legal standards of the country in which you 

    reside and/or other applicable laws.

2. All foreign exchange transactions during TEC COIN purchase must comply with all relevant regula

    tions. 

3. Additional government contracts may be required. Users who purchase TECCOIN must comply 

    with all tax obligations in their country of residence.

What is not guaranteed

Except for terms expressly written by the company on paper, the provisions below are maintained to the 

fullest extent of applicable laws or regulations.

1. The full amount of the allocated TEC can be purchased, but the company does not guarantee an 

    always-available quantity.

2. In addition, the Company makes no warranties about the limitations of TEC COINs, their availability 

    for sale, usefulness for any particular purpose, or non-infringement of the names or rights of 

    others.

3. The company does not guarantee that the TEC COIN is error-free and can reflect the user's 

    request. In addition, we do not guarantee that the TEC COIN delivery process will be free of viruses 

    or other harmful components.

To the extent that it does not violate applicable law,

If a coin is unavailable or loses its ability, if it deviates from the contract, the liability of the company and 

its affiliates arising from other reasons shall not be greater than the amount purchased by the user to 

the company


